
Invertebrate hotel

Like a budget weta weta hotel, but also works for 

geckos.

Mom or dad not using their old yoga mat? Why not make a shelter for 
your local resident invertebrates like weta or maybe even geckos? Its 
super easy and will be much appreciated for some of the wildlife 
around us, we sent often see.

Using a foam cover like a yoga mat or similar, nailed to a tree trunk will 
act as a loose bark substitute for wildlife to take shelter underneath.  If 
you use a dark one, it will also heat up slightly and can become a 
basking spot for geckos too.


What you need:

1 bit foam cover or yoga mat.

Bunch of nails

Hammer

Marker pen

Measure tejp

Scissor

Good sized tree trunk


All you need is a good sized cover cut into bits o 40 x 50 cm and nailed 
up on a tree trunk with a nail in each corner. Dont nail it completely in 
and you want to leave a gap of  8-10 mm for animals to crawl 
underneath. Put this up on a filtered light position on vertical positioned 
tree.

It can take some time for the first residents to find it, but eventually 
things will move in. Any tree can do, but if it is a native tree, like mahoe, 
ngaio, fivefinger, Manuka or totara you will have a higher chance of 
animals finding it and moving in.

Invertebrates you might find could include animals, such as the 
Wellington tree weta or the painted weta. Other animals could be major 
strippers or different spiders. If one is super lucky you might also find 
the peripatus or velvet worm, ”a living fossil” that has been unchanged 
for 400 million years and is considered to be a missing link between 
insects and worms.

Good luck




1.

Prepare your material and make sure you have everything you need.


2.

Measure out the size of each ”sheet” and mark it with a pen. A good 
size is 40 x 50 cm. Cut out each sheet. A usual yoga mat allows you 2 
or three sheets.




3.

Use a good sized hammer and 4-5 nails with large flat heads, so the 
sheets don’t come off. Nail each nail in a corner about 3 cm in from 
each side. If the tree is not completely straight, a 5th nail can be 
attached to the  far end side of a sheet to make sure it sticks and 
created enough space for a invertebrate to hide in. Do NOT hammer the 
nail completely in to the trunk. Leave about 1-2 cm between the nail 
head and the trunk.  

By not hammering the nail completely 
in, you will create a gap of about 
0,8-10mm, enough space for animals to 
crawl into and feel safe. They don’t like 
it too tight.




4. 

When you are done it should look something like this.

Right; Wellington Tree weta, Above; 
Peripatus



